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intervention to end the crisis was, to be sure, soon exag-
gerated by Izvolski and Sir Arthur Nicolson, into a "brutal
ultimatum" and denounced by the Pan-Slavs.55 But though
the Pan-Slav Press reserved its bitterest shafts for Ger-
many and not Austria, the Russian Foreign Office, knowing
the truth about Germany's intervention, manifested less
resentment against Berlin than against Vienna. This was
indicated in many ways. While Izvolski and Berchtold
were not on speaking terms for months, the genial Pourtales
remained on the most cordial personal relations with the
Russian Foreign Minister, partly because Izvolski found
he could pour out into the German Ambassador's ear all
his complaints about Aehrenthal's conduct.56 Similarly,
when the Tsar went to Racconigi in October, 1909, he
ostentatiously avoided Austrian soil, although his obvious
path lay across it;57 but with the German Emperor, the
Tsar had cordial meetings near Finland58 and at Kiel.59
In September Izvolski passed through Berlin. Though
travelling incognito, he made a point of dining with Beth-
mann-Hollweg and becoming acquainted with the new Ger-
man Chancellor. They had a frank and friendly discussion
of the general political situation, past, present, and future,
in which Izvolski poured out his usual complaints about
Aehrenthal "in a passionate and excited fashion, as if he
had come directly from a duel with Aehrenthal";eo Izvolski
hoped that Germany would restrain Aehrenthal from fur-
ther reckless aggression in the Balkans, and assured Beth-
mann that Russia was far from pursuing any policy hostile
to Germany. Both men agreed that the Press, especially
the Russian Press, had done great harm.61 This friendly
relation was aided by Germany's continued policy of care-
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